
Operating-Service-Repair
Instruction Manual

This manual was recreated and complied by Cottage Craft Works LLC It 
has been updated with additional tips and information for the repair, res-
toration and service of vintage Maytag Wringer Washing Machines.
Maytag used many of the same parts and assembly form 1931-1969 be-
tween round and square tub machines.

MODELS E2L-E2LP-E2M
WRINGER WASHERS

Cottage Craft Works.com has the most extensive online Maytag 
Wringer Washer Parts available anywhere. These parts are being 
remanufactured by the Amish as they still rely and use these 
old-time work horses for large families.

Right click on speci�c sheet(s) and open in new tab to copy.

This manual is intended for individual use for the repair and ser-
vice of vintage Maytag machines. All other reproduction for sale 
or commercial gain is prohibited.

Cottage Craft Works LLC 2020



Maytag Wringer Washer Operating Guide

How It Works
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

On pump models (E2LP and N2LP) make sure 
the pump control is in OFF position.

TO FILL THE TUB WITH WATER:

Add detergent or soap.

Start the agitator by pulling out the agitator control.

Be sure the agitator is pushed all the way down 
before �lling the tub.

Always �ll the tub with water to the top of the 
vane ridges on the upper stem of the agitator.

Add clothing only as long as there is free circulation 
of clothes through the water. When properly loaded, 
the clothing will tumble toward the center of the tub.

Close the lid.

Add diluted chlorine bleach (if desired) after a few 
minutes of agitation.

At the end of the recommended wash time, push in 
the agitator control.

Open the lid, Clothes are now ready to be rinsed.

TO WASH:

TO RINSE:

Plug electric cord into properly grounded, 
three-prong receptacle.

Rinsing is usually done with two tubs of water. 
Position the tubs as shown in the diagram on the 
following page. Fill with warm or cold water. Fabric 
softener may be added to the second tub if desired.
Position the wringer head between the washer and 
the
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TO RELEASE AND RESET WRINGER TENSION:

TO POSITION THE WRINGER:

1.  To release winger tension, strike safety release bar         
     on either side. 
2.  To reset, turn wringer tension lever clockwise until 
     you hear a click to indicate it is locked in place.

2ND 
RINSE TUB

1st 
RINSE TUB

CLOTHES 
BASKET

WRINGER

�rst rinse tub so that the water wrung out of the clothes 
will run back into the washer and the clothes will fall into 
the rinse tub. Swish them back and forth in the rinse water.

Reposition the wringer between the �rst and second rinse 
tubs and put the clothes through the wringer into the 
second rinse tub. Swish them back and forth in the rinse 
water.

TO RUN THE CLOTHES THROUGH THE WRINGER:
Reposition the wringer between the second rinse tub and 
the clothes basket and put the clothes through the wringer 
into the basket. The clothes are ready to be dried.

TO RUN THE CLOTHES THROUGH THE WRINGER:

To position the wringer, the control handle must be turned to 
the swing setting. With the control handle in the swing setting, 
move the wringer to the desired position and bring it to a full 
stop. Turn the control handle to the neutral position to lock the 
wringer in position. NOTE: If the wringer is not brought to a full 
stop before locking the wringer in position, the wringer may be 
damaged.

The operating settings determine which way the wringer rolls 
will turn. With the wringer control at your left, the rolls will turn 
towards you if the handle is pointing toward you; the rolls will 
turn away from you if the handle is pointing away from you.

NOTE:   All Maytag wringer washers have a wringer
              control foot pedal, providing the user with remote 
              control while operating the wringer. This is not 
              connected to electricity. Air pressure operates it.

Turn tension reset lever clockwise until you hear a click to 
indicate it is locked in place. Turn the wringer control handle 
to an operating position.

Position the wringer control foot pedal so that it will be 
comfortable for you to step on while you are using the 
wringer. Step on wringer control foot pedal to make the 
wringer rolls turn. ROLLS MAY STOP PERIODICALLY. 
SIMPLY RAISE AND LOWER YOUR FOOT ON THE PEDAL 
TO RESTART THEM.
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TO RELEASE AND RESET WRINGER TENSION:

Maytag Wringer Washer Operating Guide

toward the tub with your left hand while lifting the nozzle 
of the hose out of the bracket with the right hand. Hook 
curved end into sink, tub, or drainpipe and move pump 
control lever (located at the lower edge of the cabinet) to 
"ON". Washer must be plugged in to operate pump. If water 
�ow stops with pump "ON" before the tub is emptied, 
move the pump lever o� and on once or twice until the 
�ow is resumed.

Take articles from the washer and insert between the 
wringer rolls. Smaller articles, such as handkerchiefs, 
panties, socks, may be placed on larger items as they go 
through the wringer. Wet clothes tend to cling to the roller 
surface. To avoid this, start a folded edge or the center of 
an article through the rolls.

Before leaving washer, turn wringer control handle to 
neutral position to stop the rolls and press turquoise safety 
release bar to release tension between the wringer rolls.

TO DRAIN THE WASHER:

To lower the drain hose on non-pump models, place your 
left hand on the lower third of the hose, move the hose to 
the left and push in. With your right hand, lift the nozzle of 
the hose out of the bracket.

The power unit acts as the driving source for both the 
agitate and wringer operation, through the center plate for 
agitation, and through the safety clutch and wringer head 
for wringer operation.

On pump models, push the lower portion of the hose in
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AGITATION

To create the desired wash action the agitator moves back and 
forth at 54 oscillations per minute. Agitation is accomplished 
through engagement of the power unit and center plate with 
the motor running and the agitator control knob pulled out.

With the motor running agitation is accomplished by the 
power unit pulley turning the worm gear (1) which turns the 
worm wheel, (2) rack gear, (3) connected over a slide and o�set 
stud, 14) on the worm wheel moves back and forth on the rack 
shaft, (5) as the worm wheel turns.

Pushing the shifter knob in rotates the shifter cam and 
disengages the center plate and power unit clutch 
pinions.

WRINGER ROLL DRIVE
Wringer drive is accomplished from the power unit through 
the wringer safety clutch at the right angle. With the 
mechanism activated drive is completed to the wringer 
head, driving the lower roll.

*NOTE: The wringer safety clutch has been used on all 
wringer washer models manufactured since 1968. Prior to 
the use of the wringer safety clutch the wringer drive was 
accomplished directly through the right angle drive gears 
to the wringer head.

With the power unit operating the worm wheel shaft (1) 
turns the horizontal drive shaft (2) connected to the wring-
er safety clutch at the right angle, (3). At this point drive is 
not transmitted to the wringer until the wringer safety 
clutch is activated.

1. Worm Gear 
2. Worm Wheel 
3. Rack Gear 
4. Stud & Slide 
5. Rack Shaft

The rack gear is engaged with and drives the power unit 
clutch pinion, which engages and drives the center plate 
clutch pinion when the shifter knob is pulled out.

Pulling the shifter knob out rotates the shifter cam (1) raising 
the power unit clutch pinion (2) and engaging it with the 
center plate clutch pinion (3) attached to the agitator shaft.
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WRINGER ACTUATOR SAFETY CLUTCH

The wringer safety mechanism is operated by applying 
pressure to a foot pedal. Air pressure operates the safety 
clutch. No electrical parts are involved.

When pressure is applied to the foot pedal, a plunger in the 
actuator assembly disengages a trigger and the wringer 
rolls begin to turn. Air trapped in the actuator will slowly 
escape through a bleed hole in the actuator body. When 
the air pressure has been reduced to where the plunger will 
no longer support the trigger (approximately 45 to 60 
seconds), the rolls will stop turning.
To reactivate the rolls release and reapply the pressure on 
the foot pedal.

SAFETY CLUTCH OPERATION

Operation of the wringer safety clutch is accomplished 
with the clutch spring wrapped around the hub of the 
clutch sleeve and bevel gear. A trigger is engaged with the 
lug on the trigger ring. With the horizontal drive shaft 
turning the clutch spring, engaged with the trigger ring, 
expands to a larger diameter than the hub of the clutch 
sleeve. At this point the friction between the spring and 
clutch sleeve is reduced to a point which is less than the 
pressure exerted on the bevel gear.

Instantly the clutch spring, which has been expand-
ed, contracts around the clutch sleeve and bevel 
gear. Rotation of the shaft causes the clutch spring 
to tighten and lock the sleeve and bevel gear 
together as one unit.

At this point enough friction is created to overcome 
the force of the load from the wringer on the bevel 
gears and the bevel gears start turning the vertical 
shaft to the wringer head, turning the rolls.

This will continue until air trapped in the actuator 
escapes to a point where pressure is reduced and 
the plunger will no longer support the trigger. At 
this point the actuator pin will withdraw from the 
trigger and the trigger will reengage the trigger ring. 
The spring will again expand enough to slip on the 
clutch sleeve and bevel gear. Release and depress 
the foot pedal to resume operation.

The force exerted by the clutch spring around the 
hub of the clutch sleeve and the bevel gear is such 
that any load handled by the motor can be handled 
by the safety clutch.

Slippage now occurs between the spring and clutch sleeve. 
The spring around the bevel gear does not expand.

The horizontal shaft and clutch sleeve driven clockwise by 
the power unit is now turning freely inside the bevel gear 
and wringer operation is in the safety position.

When the foot pedal is depressed air will be forced through 
the air tube to the diaphragm inside of the actuator and will 
push the actuator pin against the trigger releasing the 
trigger from the trigger ring.
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WRINGER OPERATION

OPERATION OF PUMP - MODELS E2LP & N2LP

SAFETY CLUTCH OPERATION

With the wringer safety clutch activated the vertical 
shaft provides the drive to the wringer head drive 
shaft.

NOTE: A slight hesitation, until the spring is expanded 
inside of the pinion and sleeve, may occur between 
positioning of the control handle and starting of the 
lower wringer roll.

With the pump handle moved to the "ON"position 
the pump is pivoted and the pump wheel engages 
the inside edge of the power unit pulley. The 
power unit pulley turns the pump wheel operating 
the pump.

When the wringer control handle is moved to the 
operating position the cams move the collar, (1) and 
slides the key, (2) up or down, (depending on the 
direction the handle is turned). The key will engage 
with one of the drive springs, (3) when the key engages 
with the drive springs this causes the spring to expand 
against the inside of the pinion, (4) and drive sleeve, 
(5), the pinion engaged with the crown gear, (6) drives 
the crown gear and lower wringer roll.

With the pump handle moved to the "OFF"position the 
pump wheel is pivoted away from the power unit pulley 
disengaging the pump and stopping operation.


